Embryonic globins of the marsupial the Tammar Wallaby (Macropus eugenii): bird like and mammal like.
1. Tammar Wallaby embryonic blood has been shown to have three alpha-like and two beta-like globin chains in its four haemoglobin components and partial sequences of several chains have been determined. 2. The major embryonic beta-like chain (epsilon) is similar to other mammalian embryonic beta-like chains on the basis of sequencing its first 60 amino acids. 3. There is another embryonic beta-like chain present in one haemoglobin component. It was designated omega and, in its first 54 amino acids, it has features that are more like avian globins than mammalian globins. 4. The one alpha-like embryonic globin sequenced has mammalian rather than avian characteristics. 5. A provisional phylogenetic tree of beta-like globins has been determined. The Tammar epsilon-globin forms a monophyletic group with marsupial and other mammalian embryonic globins; the omega-globin forms a monophyletic group with bird adult and embryonic globins.